SIRIUS PLUS PRODUCTS

Better & Greener financial
performance with Sirius Plus
Sirius is a unique management tool that makes it simple to
improve operating efficiency and to follow up your driver’s
behavior behind the wheel, through graphical and easily
understandable reporting tools. Sirius ensures that your
business gets the best start when you use the system in
tandem with our consultants and training support team.
System consulting, training and data transfer costs are of
course included in the operating subscription. With Sirius,
your company gets an intelligent fleet management system
with much more.

Increased road safety and fewer injuries

Sudden braking, hard acceleration or hard cornering is instantly recorded and communicated to the driver and the company.
This improves the driving behaviour over time, improves
profitability and reduces the risk of accidents on the roads.
The real cost of a personal injury will always include more than
the direct cost of the damage. There is also the indirect and
peripheral knock on costs. These are often difficult to calculate
because they can have a huge impact on both your business
and your employees.

Better Financial performance

With Sirius, the company’s drivers can cut fuel consumption
by between 5 and 10%. At the same time, there is less wear
& tear on brakes, tires, clutch and engine parts. Your vehicle’s
life span is extended and service costs will be reduced.
The amount of mechanical data such as fuel consumption,
idling and other mechanical data that can be accessed by
connecting to your vehicle’s CAN-bus / engine computer
depends on the vehicles model, year and build date.

Lower insurance premiums

A calmer driving style will result in a safer working environment and more satisfied employees.
When Injuries are prevented and overall risk is reduced your
company is more attractive to insurance providers and this
will often result in lower insurance premiums

Reduced environmental impact

Lower fuel consumption means less CO2 emissions. Calcula
tions show that a single vehicle can reduce CO2 emissions
by up to 7.5 tons per year. In short Sirius gives a pleasurable
& green driving experience.

Added benefits

> More economical fuel consumption
> Reduced environmental impact
> Less vehicle damage
> Management tool to guide your drivers
> Anti-theft and access to professional call centres
> Documentation and tracking of stolen vehicles across
national boundaries

Sirius also gives you

> Intelligent fleet management
> Reports
> Real time data
> Replay of driving style and events
> Sirius management web modules
> Taylor made alarms and warning messages

Intelligent
fleet mana
gement
and user-fr
iendly
reports
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DMAS, the LED indicator gives great results. It tells the current
driver if their driving is environmentally sound, economically
viable and comfortable for the passengers or if there is an
increased risk of injury.
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